Keep the Comfort of Home
Bruno Stairlifts

Bruno Independent Living Aids has helped improve the lives of people with limited mobility for over 30 years. Engineered and manufactured in the USA, Bruno stairlifts and vertical platform lifts help people better access homes, public buildings and businesses, and Bruno's full line of scooter/powerchair lifts help people easily transport their mobility devices. In addition, Bruno's Valet Signature Seating is the world leader in revolutionary turning automotive seats to assist people in getting in and out of their vehicles more easily. A family-owned business, Bruno takes pride in their unwavering focus on quality and safety and their position as industry innovation leader.

Thank you for trusting us with your safety!

Proudly made in the U.S.A.

Learn more at www.bruno.com
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1780 Executive Drive, Oconomowoc, WI  53066
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Enjoy your home on all levels

Regain full access.
If stairs create a barrier to enjoying your home, a Bruno stairlift can restore access, safety, and peace of mind. Whether your staircase is straight or curved — indoors or outdoors — Bruno provides a customized solution.

Match your home. Your budget.
Bruno offers the most choices and customization of any stairlift available — all at an affordable price. And Bruno stairlifts’ compact design ensures maximum open space on your stairs.

Made-in-America reliability.
Family-owned, Bruno is America’s top-selling stairlift for over 20 years. Every Bruno stairlift offers Bruno’s renown smooth ride, ease of operation and Made-in-USA quality.

Choose a style to meet your needs

Elan: straight
Popular for straight staircases, the Elan combines affordability with standard features often found only on more expensive models. The Elan accommodates a 300 lb/136 kg capacity.

Indoor Elite: straight, curved
Blending into the beauty of your home with an attractive, comfortable design, the Elite is readily available for straight staircases or custom-handcrafted for curved. The Elite handles a 400 lb/181 kg capacity.

Outdoor Elite: straight, curved
Combining high-quality Elite comfort with weather-protection engineering, the Outdoor Elite allows you to once again enjoy your yard and the outdoors.
Innovative solutions for your indoor and outdoor lifestyle
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Designed to make your life easier

Bruno stairlift standard features:

- **COMPACT** — Seat, arms and footrest flip up to give ample space on steps for family members. No stairlift takes up less space than a Bruno.
- **DEPENDABLE** — Two 12-volt batteries are continuously powered from any outlet to provide dependable performance, even during outages.
- **FLEXIBLE** — Generous seat size with adjustable armrests and multiple seat heights fit most body types.
- **GOLD WARRANTY** — Five years on major components, two years on parts.
- **POWERFUL** — Continuous charge strips along the rail keeps unit charged wherever it stops.
- **SAFE** — Offset swivel seat makes entry and exit positions safe and easy. Plus safety sensors stop your chair if the slightest obstacle is in the way.
- **SIMPLE** — Two wireless call/send controls in addition to on-chair controls.
- **SMOOTH** — Continuous steady ride when riding up or down.

Bruno offers more ways to customize your stairlift than anyone in the industry. The following options are available on select Elan and Elite indoor model stairlifts, depending on your type of staircase. Check with your Bruno dealer today on what options are available for your stairlift.

- **FOLDING RAIL:** Power or manual folding rail. Lower part of rail flips up to increase space at the bottom of steps.
- **LARGER SEAT:** Larger seat also features more space between armrests.
- **LARGER FOOTREST:** Gain an additional 2”/51 mm in length and width from standard size.
- **POWER SWIVEL SEAT:** Smoothly turns seat 90 degrees for minimum effort upon exiting.
- **POWER FOLDING FOOTREST:** Automatically flips up when seat is raised or flips down when seat is lowered. Great for people with back problems or other mobility limitations.
- **PAINTED RAIL:** Anodized (standard) or powder-coated champagne painted rail. *
- **UPHOLSTERY COLORS:** Vinyl or leather in a variety of colors.

*Painted rail not available for folded rail option.
Innovative solutions for your indoor and outdoor lifestyle
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**Personalize your stairlift**

Bruno offers more ways to customize your stairlift than anyone in the industry. The following options are available on select Elan and Elite indoor model stairlifts, depending on your type of staircase. Check with your Bruno dealer today on what options are available for your stairlift.

**FOLDING RAIL:** Power or manual folding rail. Lower part of rail flips up to increase space at the bottom of steps.

**LARGER SEAT:** Larger seat also features more space between armrests.

**LARGER FOOTREST:** Gain an additional 2”/51 mm in length and width from standard size.

**POWER SWIVEL SEAT:** Smoothly turns seat 90 degrees for minimum effort upon exiting.

**POWER FOLDING FOOTREST:** Automatically flips up when seat is raised or flips down when seat is lowered. Great for people with back problems or other mobility limitations.

**PAINTED RAIL:** Anodized (standard) or powder-coated champagne painted rail. *

**UPHOLSTERY COLORS:** Vinyl or leather in a variety of colors.

---

*Painted rail not available for folded rail option*